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In troduct ion

Lie algebras were invented to simpJ-ify calculations with

r i a arnrrnc :nd thoi r ranra<an{-:f i nnq Tha fha^rv of T.i c al oe-!r s Y r vqt/r qr.u errsrr r LlJ! e

bras has consequently always been constructivel-y oriented.

^riain:l1rr:1r ardorithms had to be carried out by hand, which

fortunately provided a strong incentive to develop efficient

procedures. The electronic computer is now helping to Put

theory into practice by rendering the remaining tedious arith-

metic painless. III

Our own first venture in applying computers to Lie alge-

bras resulted in the publicaEion in 1969 of a program designed

to produce a survey of weight diagrams. [2) Knowing the weights

and their multiplicities is equivalent to kntwing the charac-

ters of a representation of a simple Lie afgebra. The charac-

ter x, of the irreducible module M with highest weight l rs

related to the multiplicities n. of the weights u by the formu-

h - ,,lh\
-fh\=Trc"=)ncFr..'
^l 

\..i ^-M - L .'u -
u

The published program is an AJ,GOL 60 translation of a portion

of a general purpose FORTRAN V program composed of numerous

subroutines written entirely using integer mode arithmetic.
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some of the tasks performed by the subroutines in our master

program include setting up the Cartan matrix and findinq its

inverse and deterrn-ining the roots of the Lie algebra' There

are also subroutines to automatically generate the highest

weights of the irreducible modules of dimension < 1000, and

for each module to obtain the weights and their rnuLtiplicities,

as well as their casimir invariants, we considered only irre-

ducible rnodules of dimension < I000 over simple Lie algebras

of rank < 8 to keep down the computation time for the survey'

Although high-rank Lie algebras were not excluded, the restrrc-

tion on modul-e dimensions admittedly tends to bias the survey

toward low-rank Lie algebras. For example, the simple Lie

algebra A, has 290 irreducible modules with dimensj-on < I000,

whereas Eg has only two, namely, those of dimensions I and 248'

The restrictions on rank and module dimensions can be

relaxed if one is only interested in a few representatlons

instead of a comprehensive survey. Recently, in the course of

adapting the program for interactive use, concern about these

restrictions led us to substantially improve the program' To

improve the overall program' one wants. to identify which sub-

routines are the most critical ones and, so far as possible,

study those subroutines in isolation from the others. To thj-s

end, v,/e wrote several smaller programs last year designed

to carry out limited tasks which test specific parts of the

master program, We pushed each of these simpler programs to

its natural Iimit, whether it be by execution time, storage

problems, overflow or excessive printout.
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Weight Dlagrams

The most baslc algorlthms to be tested are the Dynkin layer

algorlthm for settlng up the welght system and the Freudenthal

algorlthm for computlng multlpllcltlee of weights. To focus

on these two algorlthms, we wrote a 71-11ne program FASTG2

whlch cornputes the vlelght diagrams of lrreducj.ble modules over

the exceptlonal simple Lie algebra G2. The lnput for the com-

puter program 1s the hlghest weight of a G2 moduler and the

output is a Ilst of the dorninant welghts and thelr multlpllcl-
tles. The program FASTG2 actually computes multiplicities
for some non-dominant weights too, but these are not printed

The entlre program FASTG2 is reproduced in the appendix,

lncluding aIl input and output statements needed for interactive

use on a CDC model CYBER 74 machine at the Georgia Institute

of Technology. The Cartan matrix and the systern of positive

roots for G2 are supplied via data statements, thereby elimina-

ting several subroutines. The arrays A, G and POS store the

cartan matrix, the netric in suitably scaled units, and the

system of positive roots, while PG represents the matrix

product of POS and G. The arrays WT and MUL store the weights

and their multiplicities.
Fwcrwthind rln fn 1 ine 40 reDresents a modification of

Dynkin's layer algorithms, used to deternine the weight sysLem.

In this algorithm, one begins by selecting a parent weight

u = mlll + .., * *(.It on a given layer. Here ll, ..., tr& are

rplrtad f^ rha .i-p]e roots r. a^ via 2(u. rl.\/(a.,a.) =r' t '-- -'"i' j"'-r'-r'
A anrr n n .rrn ca] Inrl the ('nrl-in-flwnki n i ndi cgS Of"ii' -'^" "'r'
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the weight p. The parent weight generates I daughters, each

daughter being obtained by subtracting a simple root o.. Some

of these daughters are new weights on the next layer, while

others must be discarded. For each daughter candidate v - qi,

we must check whether it has already been found, and if not,

whether the daughter is a weight. To determine whether the

daughter is a weight, we use the fact that if ! - Poi

u + gqi is the c.-ladder through u, then p - S =-mi. If m. > 0,

we may conclude immediately that p = tj. + I > 0, so u - c. must

be a weight. If m. < 0, we can conclude that the daughter is

a weight if a search for the reflected daughter, = *i(u - oi)

in the Iist of previously determined weights is successful.

Here wi is the Weyl reflection with resPect to the simple root

0..

After the weight system has been determined, the weight

multiplicites are computed in lines 4I-64 usj-ng Freudenthal's

recursion formula,

(l-y, tr + p + 26)n
u

"\- t- t.. LJ u L.\,+1^ .,, + jo, o)
0>U -l=l-

The sulrunation over the index j, wrltten formally to go fron

1 to -, actually breaks off after a finite number of terms.

our ignorance of a simple formula for the number of nonzero

terms in this sum prevents us from estlmating the exacullon

time for the Freudenthal algorithm on theoretical grounda, eo

we adopted an empirical approach. For the 729-dimensional
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module over Gi with highest welght (2,21, for example, ourz

original FORTRAN program required over twelve secondg, which

is slow since only.14 of the 109 weights for this module are

doninant. A flowchart analysis indicated that the nost time-

consuming parts of the program are various searches. For

example, in the Freudenthal algorithm, one nust search for

each of the weights lr + ja.

We were able to speed up the program by employing a

faster search procedure. To find a given weight, one need not

search the entire list of known weights, but one can compute

on which layer j.t should occur, and search just on that Iayer.

We record the addresses of the beginning and end of each layer

in the arrays BOL and EOL. with this simple modification, the

time needed to compute the multiplicities of the dominant

weights for the lrreducible module (2,2) was reduced Eo l/6

second. We found that for irreducible modules (p,q) with p,q

< I2, the execution time is approximately (0.2 millisecl N3/2,
))where N = 3p- + I2pg + 9q- + 3p + 3q+I is the total nunber of

weights. The largest module for which the program was run had

highest weight (]r2,12) and dimension 136 = 4826809. For this
rnodule, the execution time was 53 seconds, and it took five
pages to print out the 319 dominant weights and their multi-
plicities.

The computed results for p < 5 and q < 3 agree with tables
published by Springer. t3l To further check the correctness

of the progran, we compared the computed multiplicity of the

weight zero with an analytic expression obtained by Radhakrishan

and Santhanam [4] using Kostant's formula. The mult.iplicity of
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the weight (0,0) for the irreducible module over G2 wj.th highest

weight (p,q) is

(p+l ) (q+l ) ( 2p2+9pq+6q2 +I3p+2L<1+29)

+ $tu+r).n * * (r+ 1-11P) (r+ (-r)q) ,

where eo = I, -I,0 if P = 0,1,2 (mod 3).

Other improvements can be made in implementing Freuden-

thal-'s algorithm besides speeding up the search processes.

Krusemeyer proposed using Freudenthal's formul-a only to

compute multiplicities of dominant weights, and use weyl

reflections for nondominant weights. [5] The number of domj'nant

weights in the irreducible module with highest weight (P,q)

nrrpr G iq edutl tO

1
T (p+q+1) (p+3q+3) +

I
o

( (-1)P+(-t)q)

A further improvement of the atgorithm for computing multi-

plicities uses a single sweep through the weight system, with

at most one weyl- reflection per weight. [6]

Inversion of Cartan Matrices
.r"hF mastcr nrogram was designed to apply to simple Lie

algebras of any t)pe or rank. In an early unpublj-shed version

of the program, overflow occurred in an ancillary subroutine

for inverting Cartan matrices. This subroutine was an integer-

arithmetic adaptation of the UNIVAC Mathpack program for

Gauss-Jordan reduction, with pivot elements selected to be as

smaIl as possible. The overflow problem was circumvented in

1--n-
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the published program by using tables to supply the inverse

Cartan matrices, we recently cured the overflow problem by

renumbering the sinple roots, allowing us to resume using the

general purpose integer matrix inversion subroutine. t7l The

execution time for inverting Cartan matrices is negligj-ble;

in less than one second, any Cartan matrix for rank t" < 20

can be inverted.

WeyI Group

The Freudenthal algorithn is only one of several methods

for computing weight multiplicities. In comparing various

algorithms for computing weight multiplicities, Beck and Kolman

[8] found that many of thern are practi-cal- for Lie algebras of

rank t < 4. For sone multiplicity algorithrns, one needs the

weyl group, generated by the WeyI reflections. The WeyI

reflection wo associated with a root c is a Iinear operator

on the dual space of a Cartan subalgebra, defined by

^ (u,c)wo!=!-26;0ic

Freudenthal [91 computed by hand the orders of the Weyl groups

for the simple Lie algebras, finding for E, a resulE different

from that obtained by Cartan. His method is based on the re-

cursion relation

#(c > 0l p + ceWv)
${c > 0l v + ceWuJ

for the number of weights in orbits W, swept out when the l'Jeyl

group W acts on weights p. Because the order of the Weyl group

X (wv) _
Tlwr, | -
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increases faster than exponentially with increasing rank,

rnethods which require computing the Weyl group are limited to

Lie algebras of low rank. Since the Freudenthal algorithm

does not involve the weyl group, it appears to be best for high-

rank Lie algebras. The execution time for an algorithm stated

only in general mathematical terms depends strongly on its

precise implementation. Considerations of no mathematical

significance often affect the comPutational pro-cess. To

fairly compare tv/o mathematical algorithns, one needs to have

optimal computer programs for each of them. At present, there

is still room for improvement, so it is premature to decide

'which algorithm is best for low-rank Lie algebras.

The WeyI character formula expresses the character xt

as a ratio of girdles, or characteristics,

x\ = Ex/Eo'

c ,. , w(I+6)
Er = I (def w) e

involves summlng over the Weyl group. By formally carrylng out

the girdle division, Kostant [10] obtained the formula

., = I (det w) p (w (l+6, - 1p+6 ) )-!;

fnr rhe mrrltinlicit,, - ih l.armq nf a certain partiEion function,"ufufyrru^"J^,!

P. The partition function may be comPuted using P(0) = I and

the recursion relation

p(B) = - p, ,u.. w) P(B-6+w6)
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valid for B I 0. Racah [II] Iater obtained a similar recursion

relation

s.
,, = - /J (det w)

w7r
n

U+0-W0

for the multiplicity itself, thus dispensing with the partition

function. Burgoyne and Williamson wrote a lengthy program

for computing weight multiplj-cities at characteristic p by

using Chevalley bases. t12l Finally, Demazure recently pub-

lished still another multiplicity formula, not yet implemented

on a computer. tl3l
Beck and Kolman t14-I5l published an algorithm for com-

puting the weyl groups of simple Lie algebras of rank g < 5

from presentations using generators and relations. Their

program is lengthy because there is a separate subroutine for

each tlpe of simple Lie algebra. The longest subroutine is

needed for the simple Lie algebra F4 alone. The output of

the conputer program is a list of the elements of the WeyI

group written as words representing products of simple Weyl

raflan+innc p" . simple Weyl reflection wj we mean a Weyl. "f * _____ .l_

reflection with respect to a simple root a.. Each element

of the weyl group can be represented as a word ijk..., which

stands for a product w.w.wk... of simple Weyl reflections.

storing all these words requires an array as large as would be

required if one were to represent each element of the WeyJ-

group as a matrj-x. The operator w.w. is a rotation through an

angle twice that between the simple roots a. and c . . weyl

reflections corresponding to orthogonal roots corNnute, The
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Weyl group is presented by generators wr,

relations
, wI subject to

(w'w')r(i'j) - 1

where r(i,j) is I,2,3,4 or 6 according as the angle between

ai and c. is 0o, 90o,120", 135o or 150o. Since only the angles

between the simple roots, and not their lengths, enter into

this presentation, the WeyI groups for the simple Lie algebras

B" and C" are isomorphic.
LL

We recently constructed a completely different program

for computj-ng the Weyl group. The output is again a list of
the el,ements of the WeyI group expressed as words representing

products of simple Weyl reflections. The complete program is
listed in the appendix. Because the program is tlpe-indepen-

dent, it is only a fourthas long as the program of Beck and

Kolman. Our program runs slightly slower. For exampLe, for

the Weyl group of the Lie algebra FO, which has order II52,

our program runs in nine seconds versus seven seconds for
theirs. For both programs, the run time is roughly proportion-

al- to the order of Weyl group.

fn our program, the WeyI group is represented using the

orbit generated by its action on the vector 6, the hal-f-surn

of the positive roots,

\-
/r u =  t +
o>u

+ 1".

There is a one-to-one correspondence bethreen elements w of the

Weyl group and vectors w6. The identity element of the WeyI

grroup is represented by the vector 6. The words of the WevI
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group are not stored as such, but are generated on output from

a traceback on a certain tree structure, with the identity

element as its root. The tree structure consists in storing,

for each element of the weyl group, its first letter, and a

pointer to an element represented by the remaining letters'

To find the representation of any element of the WeyL grollp

as a product of simple Weyl reflections, one needs only follow

the pointers to trace out a route fron a given node back to the

root of the tree. Although the WeyJ- group is actually stored

in two separate ways, the total storage required is less than

before, namely, the order of the weyl group times t + 2. The

representation of Weyt group elements as words is not unique'

The output words we obtained tend to be shorter than those of

the Beck-Kolman program. For example, our longest word for the

weyl group of FO has only 24 letters, aqainst 30 for their

version,

Modu1e Dimensions

We designed a streamlined program to test those subrou-

tj.nes in the master Program which automatically search for

aII j.rreducible modules of dimension Iess than a prescribed

number. Lehmer's algorithm for proclucing an orderly Iisting

of partitions is used to generate highest weights of irreducj--

boe modules. tI6l The WeYl formula

dimM. = il ('; 'rt9)A or0 tc,o,/

expresses the dimension of the irreducible module with highest

weight tr as a product of rational fractions, one factor for
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each positive root a. For the exceptional simple Lie algebra

EB there are I20 positive roots. There is a danger that un-

detected overflow will occur when so many factors are multi-

pliedusingfixed-pointarithmetic.tlT]Weminimizedthe

occurrence of overflow by using Euclidts algorithm to reduce

fractions to lowest terms, and attempted to detect the presence

of any remaining cases of overflow by comparing- the computed

dimensions with theoretical upper and lower bounds. Applying

the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the Weyl formula yields the

upper bound

I ,, r,)
dim M. . ! rr }f++| 11r+o 1P

^ - | orO \u,u, 
I

for the dimension, where p is the number of positive roots'

The lower bound

0 P.
dim Mr a n (n.+t) '

r=l

can be deduced using the fact that the geometric mean of a

sequence of positive numbers does not exceed their arithmetic

mean. Here the ni are the Cartan-Dynkin indices of the highest

welght I' and the fractions

5- (c,rr)
Pi = ?^ -G;61-

add up to to the number of positive root6,

p.f-a

since dim Mrro = (n+1)P, as pointed out by Professor Laskar' this
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lower bound cannot be irnproved. Overflow could be completely

avoided by representing rational fractions by the array of

positive and negative exponents .o,8 ,r , . . . > in a prime factori-

zati.on 2o385Y....

A substantial part of the exccution time for computing

dimensions of i.rreducible modules is the set-up time, which

depends mainly on the number of positive roots. Most of this

time is consumed by search procedurcs used in determining the

system of positive roots. Oncc thc positive roots arc known,

little time is needed for comJrutinc; dimcnsions- For example,

the additional time per module rcrJuired to compute dimensions

j.s only 0.7 seconds f or EB. 'l'hc computed dimensions f or Ii,

modules agree with resulLs obtaincd by Frcudenthal, but not

with Dynkin's table. t f7 l

By an asynptotic formula found by Cahn, the number of

j-rreducible modules with dirnension < N grows proportional,ly to

N'/v, where t is the rank of the Lie algebra and p is the

number of positive roots. tISl Except for low rank Lie

algebras, the unspecifj-ed constant of proportionality is

difficult to determine empirically because the formul:r only

holds for N - -. To study how larr;e N must be for the

asymptot.ic forrnula to be accurate, wc found by computer aLl

irreducibfe modules over A2 with dimension up to a million. we

found that the approximate number of irreducible modules wj-th

dimension less than N rs empirrcarly given by 4.2 N2/3 - 4 NL/2.
) /1 | /)Although the N-'' term does evcntually win out over the N-'-

term as required by Cahn's formula, it does so rather slowly.
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For the simple Lie algebra 86, the number of irreducible modules

with dirnension < N is approximately equal to the cube root of

N, for N up to 125000, whereas proportionality to the sixth

root of N is predicted by the as)'mptotic formul-a. This indicates

that, in the context of Cahnrs formula, modules over E, with

dimension < I25,000 should be regarded as quite small-. In fact,

for all these modules, most of the Cartan-Dynkin indices are

still zero. For estimating how many irreducibl-e modules have

dimension < N, when N is only on the order of a thousand, the

asymptotic formula is less accurate than the sirnple empirical
o4/3 t^

rormura N '.

We have found information about dimensions useful ln

verifying computations of Clebsch-Gordan series, obtained by

using weight diagrams. Dinension information alone does not

suffice to determine the Clebsch-Gordan series because non-

isomorphic irreducible modules may have the same dimension.

For example, we checked a computation of the direct sum

decompositions for aII the exterior powers of one of the basic

2?-dimensional modules ovcr E6. An interesting fact which

emerged from this computation is that the basic 78-dincngional

module is not a direct summand of these exterior povers.

We have by no means exhausted eJhat can be done using

computers in Lie algebras. There remain published algorithms

not yet implemented on a comPuter, and with a little effott,

existing prograrns can still be improved by factors of ten or

a hundred. As computers become more widely available and

easier to use, we expect even better programs wiII emerge.



Appendix 1 Program FASTG2

OOOO]- PROGRAM FASTG2 (INPUT, OUTPUT)
OOOO2 I}TPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
oooo3 DTMENSToN wr(7717,2),MUL('7'17'7),NU(2)
oooo4 DrflENSroN A(2,2\ ,GQ,2),POS (6 '2\ 'PG(6,2\00005 Dil'lENSroN BoL (2222) ,EOL(2222)
oo0o6 DA']A c/2 ,3,3,6/ ,^/2 ,-r,-3,2/
o0oo7 DATA POS/o,3,1,-1,2,-3,1,-1,0,1,-I'2/
oo0o8 DATA PG/3,3,2,1,1,0,6,3,3,3,0,3/
OOOOg PRINTT, ''G2 MODULE iIIGIIEST WEIGIIT?"
000I0 READT, (wr(l,J),J=1 ,2\
0O0II r\.li\X=I+3*\^rI (I, I) +5*wT (1,2)
00012 K=BoL(I)=EoL(1)=I
00013 DO 7 LAYER=2,MAX
000I4 BOL (LAYER) =K+I
000I5 EOL (LAYER) =K
000I6 FrRST=BOL(r.AYER_I)
00017 LAST=EOL(LAYER-1)
000I8 DO 7 PARENT=FIRST,LAST
00019 Do 7 J=I,2
00020 RoOT=3-J
0 0 0 2I M=I,iT (PARENT, ROOT)
A0022 DO 3 L=I,2
00023 NU(L)=wr(PARENT,L)+(r-M) *A(L,Roor)
00024 3 WT(K+I,L)=WT(PARENT,L)-A(L,ROOT)
00025 rF(M.GT.0) Go ro 5

00026 LN=I+3*(tJT(I,1)-NU(1) )+5*(wr(1,2)-NU(2))
00027 rF (LN .LE .O) GO TO 7
00028 B=BOL (Lll)
00029 E=EOL (LN)
00030 rF(E.LT.B) GO TO 5

00031 DO 4 OLD=B,E
00032 rF(NU(r) .Eo.wr(oLD,1) .AND.NU(2) .EQ.WT(OLD,2))GO TO 5

OOO33 4 CONTINUE
00034 Go ro 7
00035 5DO6N=LASTTK
ooo36 rF(wr(K+l,r) .EQ.wr(N,1).AND.WT(K+1,2).EQ.WT(N'2)) GO TO

OOO37 6 CONTINUE
00038 K=K+I
00039 EOL (IAYER) =K
OOO4O 7 CONTINUE
0004I MUL (l) =I
ooo42 rF(K.EQ.1) GO rO 30
00043 DO 25 NTH=2,K
0004 4 DEN=NUM=0
00045 DO l7 B=l-,2
0004 6 F=wT ( l, B ) +wT (NTH, B) +2
00047 DO L7 C=I,2
00048 l-7 DEN=DtrN+G(B,C)*p*(WT(1,C)-WT(NTH,C))
00049 DO 24 D=I,6
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00050 JJ=0
00051 I9 JJ=JJ+l
00052 Bt=wT (NTH,1) +JJ*pOS (D, 1)
00053 B2=WT(NTHr2)+JJ*pOS (D,2)
00054 LB=1+3* (WT (1, I) -B1) +5* (WT (L,2\ -82)
00055 rF (LB .LE.0) GO TO 24
00056 BB=BOL (LB)
00057 gs=BaL (LB)
00058 DO 23 E=BBTEB
00059 rF(wr(E,r) .NE.B1.OR.wr(E,2).NE.B2) GO rO 23
00060 NUM=NUM+2*t'iUL (E) * (PG (D,I) *BI+PG (D ,2) *82)
0006r co ro 19
OOO62 2 3 CONTINUE
OOO63 24 CONTINUE
00064 25 MUL(NTH)=NUM,zDEN
OOO65 3O PRINT*, ''MULTIPLICITY DOMINANT I4EIGHT''
00066 DO 2 w=I,K
00067 rF(wr(w,1) .LT.0.oR.I{T(W,2).LT.0) GO TO 2

00068 PRINT I0,MUL(w) , (wT(w,Y) ,Y=L,2)
OO069 2 CONTINUE
00070 r0 FoRMAT (r7 ,LzX,2r4)
00071 ElrD
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Appendix 2. Program WEYL

OOOOI PROGRAM WTYL (INPUT,OUTPUT)
00002 II''IPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)
00003 DTMENSToN FrRSr(3841),RESr(3841),SrZE(3841),CVr(7)
00004 DTM.ENSTON Wr(3841,5),CHK(3841),LTR(40),A(5,5)
00005 DATA CVT/',A,"',B",
OOOO6 PRINT*, ''TYPE? RANK? A1,I1"
UUUU/ READ J, ATYPE, L
00008 3 FORMAT(A1 ,r1)
00009 DO 4 H=I,7
OOOIO IF (ATYPE.NE.CVT (H) ) GO TO 4
000II TYPE=H
OOOI2 4 CONTINUE
000I3 DO 9 f=1,L
000]4 DO 9 J=lrL
00015 A (I,J) =0
000I6 IF (I .EQ.J) e (I, J) =2
000I7 IP(IABS(I-J).EQ.l) A(I,J)=-I
OOO}8 9 CONTINUE
OOOI9 IF(TYPE.EQ.l) GO TO 10
00020 IF(TYPE.EQ.2) A(L,L-1)=-2
0002I IF(TYPE.EQ.3) A(L-I,L)=-2
00022 IF(rYPE.E0.6) A(3,2)=-2
00023 IF(TYPE.ljQ.7) A(1,2)=-3
OOO24 IF (TYPE.LE. 3 .OR.TYPE. GE.6 ) GO TO 10
0 0025 A (L, L-I) =A (L-I, L) =0
00026 IF (TYPE.EQ.4) A(L,L-2)=A (L-2,L)=-I
00027 IF(TYPE.EQ.5) A(L,L-3)=R(L-3,L)=-I
00028 I0 LASr=LONG=0
00029 DO I G=l,L
00030 r wT(I,G)=l-
0C031 FIRsr(l)=REsr(I)=SIzE(I)=0
00032 CHK (l) =2*i (L+l) -I
00033 BEGIN=ORD=I
00034 l-5 BEFORE=BEGIN
00035 BEGIN=LAST+I
00036 LAST=ORD
00037 DO 60 BASE=BEGIN,LAST
OOO 38 HEAFFIRST (BASE)
00039 DO 60 NEw=l,L
00040 rF(HEAD.EQ.NEW) GO r0 60
OOO4I IF (HEAD.GT.NEW.AND.A(HEAD,NEW) .EQ.O) GO TO 6O
00042 CAND=ORD+I
0001 3 R=wT (BASE,NEw)
00014 cHECK=0
00045 Do 2 v=I,L
OOO46 TERM=WT (BASE,V) -R*A (V,NEW)
0004? hT (CAND,V) =TERM
00048 2 CHECK=2*CHECK+TERM
00049 DO 40 OLD=BEFORE,ORD
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00050 rF (srzE (oLD) .EQ.LONG) GO TO 40
0005I rP(cHK(oLD) .NE.CHECK) GO 1'O 40
00052 rF(FrRsr(oLD).EQ.NEl'l) .co ro 40
00053 DO 35 JJ=I,L
OO054 IF(WT(OLD,JJ) .NE.WT(CAND,JJ) ) GO TO 4O
OOO55 35 CONTINUE
00056 co ro 60
OOO57 4O CONTINUE
00058 ORD=CAND
00059 FIRST (ORD) =NEW
00060 REST (ORD) =BASE
00061 SIZE (ORD) =LONG+l
00062 CHK (ORD) =CHECK
OOO6 3 6O CONTINUE
00064 LONG=LONC+l
OOO65 IF(ORD.GT.LAST) GO TO I5
OOO66 PRINT 6, ATYPE, L, ORD
00067 6 FORMAT(" WEYL GROUP OF ",A1,r1," HAS ORDER u,15)
OOO68 PRINT*,''IDENTITY''
00069 DO 7 NTH=2,oRD
00070 LNG=SIzE (NTH)
0007I WIDTH=SIzE (NTH)
00072 NEXT=NT}I
00073 - DO 5 SPOT=I,WIDTH
00074 LrR (sPor) =FIRST (NEXT)
00075 5 NEXT=REST (NEXT)
00076 7 PRINT 8, (lrn1q1,Q=l,LNG)
00077 8 PORI1AT(IX,40rI)
00078 END
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